
Acrylic Panels  
by Gizir

With their unmistakable surface and depth effect, they 

offer a gloss effect like no other material. They can be 

distinguished by excellent scratch resistance, increased  

UV resistance and environmentally friendly features.



Proudly distributed by

The best quality panels 
you can find worldwide
ATHLONE
Acrylic panels are manufactured by thorough 
application of acrylic foil to the raw surface of 
one-sided laminated MDF. It has a glossy surface 
and is fully resistant to water and moisture, not to 
mention that it’s easy to clean. Due to protective 
UV top layer, the color and the glossiness of its 
patterns are preserved for many years, granting 
proud owner with its brand-new appearance.  
Acrylic panels do not contain any carcinogenic or 
hazardous substances.  

This product finds its perfect fit in the kitchens, 
bathrooms, living rooms, bedrooms, hotel furniture, 
office furniture, cabinet doors and wall linings.

SENOSAN
Gizir uses the best Acrylic on the market today.

It has achieved a worldwide name for acrylic high 
gloss sheets. Efficient and PVC–free sheets are 
laminated on MDF to be used in the furniture 
industry. This area of application extends to every 
type of furniture equipment for the kitchen, 
bathroom, living room, bedroom, office and much 
more in the form of coated sheets with a high 
gloss surface.

Gizir Scratch-Resistant Acrylic boards, with their 
surface and depth effect offer a gloss effect like 
no other material. They can be distinguished by 
enormous scratch resistance, UV resistance and 
environment friendly features. All products are 
exactly designed to their target group of furniture 
manufacturers, suppliers, laminators and designers.

Why Acrylic?
�•���Excellent scratch resistance 

(scour resistant)

•��Enormous chemical resistance

•���No polishing of the surface after  
removal of protective film

•��Increased UV resistance

•��Environmentally-friendly features

Acrylic Panel Characteristics

Width x Length (mm) 1220 x 2800

Thickness (mm) 18

Surface ACRYLIC

Panel MDF

Edge Band Acrylic (single color/double color),   
 ABS
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